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ON THE COYER
Driver Gigi Parker takes OU's solar
car, "The Spirit of Oklahoma," out
for an early morning spin in prepara-
tion for the challenge awaiting the
team in Australia . Sooner Magazine
photographer Gil Jainjust happened
to be there with camera . See Page 3 .
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A TANKFUL OF SUNSHINE
Sometimes winning isn't everything, as a group of gritty Sooner engineers
proved by battling incredible odds on a shoestring budget, in 130-degree heat,
over a torturous course in the 1990 World Solar Challenge in Australia .

WALL STREET'S VALUE-SEEKER
On Wall Street, where the unscrupulous often abound, good guys never get
much press . One unsung hero is OU graduate Michael Price, who, in 15 years,
has parlayed his highly regarded mutual funds into a $4 billion enterprise .

PRESERVING A PRICELESS PAST
If a price-tag is required on the irreplaceable, try a conservative $100 million
for the treasures stored in the Oklahoma Museum of Natural History. At last
a serious move is afoot to provide a home worthy of the collections .

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU
A university- or a country - can't buy the good will Irv Wagner and company
build on their annual summer tours abroad . The Sooner ambassadors make
friends in dozens ofEuropean cities, thenrepeat the featover and over at home .

THE LASER'S EDGE
Modify that overworked buzzword "cutting edge," and you will have some idea
ofthe impact that an OUHSC researcher in ophthalmology, Dr. Wayne F March,
is having with his use of the Holmium laser in the treatment of glaucoma.

GROWING UP WITH OU
As OU celebrates its Centennial, a special Sooner born at the turn of the
century contributes her share of "Sooner Memories," such as the fire that
leveled University Hall, enrollment of 475, Barbour Drug and Uncle Buck .
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